The authors computed the occurrence frequency of synoptic-scale disturbances over the western tropical Pacific with a simple synoptic scheme and the Goddard Earth Observing System data for 1980-94 supplemented by the 1979 National Meteorological Center (currently the National Centers for Environmental Prediction) data. The major occurrence of these disturbances exists along the monsoon trough with maximum occurrence frequency over Micronesia. The occurrence frequency distribution undergoes an interannual variation through the influence of large-scale circulation during boreal summer. As a part of the interannual variation of large-scale summer circulation in the Pacific basin, a major anomalous anticyclonic (cyclonic) circulation cell emerges in the western subtropical Pacific (north of 15ЊN), and a minor anomalous cyclonic (anticyclonic) circulation cell appears in the western tropical Pacific (south of 15ЊN) during warm (cold) summers. The tropical synoptic-scale disturbance activity is affected by these anomalous summer circulations in the following two ways: 1) the maximum occurrence frequency appears east (west) of 150ЊE (the east end of the climatological monsoon trough) during warm (cold) summers, and 2) tropical synoptic-scale disturbances are located primarily south of 15ЊN during warm summers, while their occurrences are enhanced north of 15ЊN during cold summers. Since the effort made here is a pilot study, the authors suggest some potential investigations of tropical synoptic-scale disturbances and interannual variations of large-scale summer circulation.
Introduction
Numerous efforts were made in the late 1960s and early 1970s to explore the propagational properties and vertical structure of synoptic-scale wave disturbances over the western tropical Pacific, as reviewed by Wallace (1971) , Krishnamurti (1979) , Nitta (1982) , and others. These early studies used only regionally limited data, namely, station radiosonde soundings and satellite cloud pictures. Because of the limited data available over a vast ocean, it was difficult, if not impossible, to measure the spatial variations of occurrence frequency and the propagational characteristics of these tropical wave disturbances. After the FGGE [First Global GARP (Global Atmospheric Research Program) Experiment] IIIb data became available in the early 1980s, Nitta et al. (1985) and Tai and Ogura (1987) conducted surveys of tropical lower-tropospheric disturbances. Also, Salby et al. (1991) used the 2-10-day brightness temperature variance to serve the same purpose. A more comprehensive analysis of regional variations in the propagational prop-erty of tropical synoptic-scale waves and of their threedimensional structure [e.g., Liebmann and Hendon (1990) ; Lau and Lau (1990) ; Dunkerton and Baldwin (1995) , and others] became possible with the multipleyear global data generated by the Global Data Assimilation System (GDAS) of operational centers. From a climatological perspective, the genesis and activity regions of these disturbances can be perceived through the spatial distribution of their occurrence frequency. However, despite a better understanding reached in previous studies of tropical wave disturbances, we still lack a quantitative measurement of and spatial distribution of these disturbances.
In the western tropical Pacific near 160ЊE, tropical westerlies appeared south of 10ЊN in the first half of 1963, but easterlies became the prevailing flow in the second half of 1963 and the first half of 1964. Since tropical synoptic-wave disturbances propagate westward along trade easterlies, the existence of tropical westerlies over the western tropical Pacific during the former time period hindered the activity of these disturbances (Wallace and Chang 1969) . Early in the spring of 1967, the seawater around Canton Island (3ЊS, 172ЊW) was unusually cold (Bjerknes 1969) . As pointed out by Zipser (1970) , the synoptic disturbance activity over the region of the Line Island Experiment was re-
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duced. We infer from these studies that the interannual variation of tropical synoptic wave activity is related to the tropical Pacific sea surface temperature (SST) and to the large-scale circulation in the tropical Pacific. Based upon the contrast of atmospheric circulations between summers with anomalously warm and cold sea surface temperatures over the eastern tropical Pacific, Nitta (1987) proposed a schematic diagram of the summer teleconnection wave train that emanates from the western tropical Pacific. If this anomalous teleconnection wave train appears in every extreme summer climate condition, can trade easterlies of the tropical Pacific and the North Pacific anticyclone be affected by it? Can it also be that tropical synoptic-wave activity over the tropical Pacific is affected by the interannual variation of summer atmospheric circulation?
In order to address several issues concerning the synoptic-scale disturbance activity in the western tropical Pacific, two goals were set in this study: 1) to measure quantitatively the occurrence frequencies of this tropical wave disturbance and 2) to depict the interannual variation of summer atmospheric circulation in the Pacific basin and the possible effect of this interannual variation on the synoptic-scale disturbance occurrence activity in the western tropical Pacific. A simple synoptic approach (outlined in section 2) was applied to identify tropical disturbances, in place of some objective measurement. The extreme summer atmospheric condition (i.e., pronounced interannual variation) was determined by two indices that were developed in terms of the summer SST anomalies averaged over the NINO3 region and of the summer lower-tropospheric streamfunction anomalies averaged over a part of the western subtropical Pacific. For convenience of discussion, the reader shall assume seasons hereafter refer to those in the Northern Hemisphere. The data used in this study are derived from four sources: 1) the 2Њ (lat) ϫ 2.5Њ (long) wind fields generated by the Data Assimilation System of the Goddard Earth Observing System (Schubert et al. 1993) , 2) the equivalent blackbody temperature T BB observed by the Geostationary Meteorological Satellite (GMS) of Japan, 3) outgoing longwave radiation (OLR), and 4) the SSTs compiled by the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) (Reynolds 1988; Reynolds and Marsico 1993) . In order to use as much of the daily gridded data at our disposal as possible, we also included in our analysis the 1979 National Meteorological Center (currently NCEP) data which were analyzed in our previous study (Chen and Weng 1996) .
Climatology of occurrence disturbances

a. Identification scheme
The identification scheme of tropical synoptic-scale disturbances adopted by this study is based upon two considerations: 1) to identify these disturbances at their maximum amplitude level and 2) to avoid any possible obscurity in identifying these disturbances with an objective scheme. The synoptic-scale waves in the western tropical Pacific are characterized by their life periods of 4-5 days [e.g., Reed and Recker (1971) ], and by the maximum amplitude and the most effective advecting level in the lower troposphere. Because of these characteristics, we shall focus our analysis on the 850-mb winds. Using a conventionally objective approach [e.g., Whittaker and Horn (1983) ], a midlatitude cyclone in the Northern Hemisphere is simply the occurrence of a sea level pressure at any grid point several millibars lower than its surrounding four grid points. In addition to the minimum pressure constraint, Sinclair (1994) , in his compilation of the cyclone climatology of the Southern Hemisphere, added to the objective approach with the local minimum of geostrophic relative vorticity at 1000 mb. An objective scheme may be the most feasible way to generate the climatology of synoptic disturbances with multiple-year data so that the lengthy manual exercise can be avoided. On the other hand, it is not likely that we can ascertain that every identified synoptic disturbance by an objective approach physically exists. This possible obscuring in the identification of synoptic disturbances may be avoided and/or reduced by a simple manual approach developed in our previous study (Chen and Weng 1996) . In this study, we shall use the modified version of this approach to identify locations of tropical synoptic-scale disturbances. This approach consists of the following three steps: 1) Determine locations of trough lines of these tropical disturbances with the daily 850-mb streamline charts at 0000 UTC superimposed with T BB . 2) Check trough lines identified in step 1 against closed low centers of the 2-7-day bandpass-filtered 850-mb streamlines superimposed by the corresponding filtered T BB anomalies. The coincident locations of trough lines and closed low centers of the 2-7-day filtered streamline are registered as locations of tropical synoptic-scale disturbances. 3) Determine that all identified synoptic-scale disturbances over the western-central tropical Pacific should propagate more than 10Њ longitude over their life cycles.
The low-value T BB and negative 2-7-day filtered T BB anomalies ahead of trough lines indicate active convection or heavy rainfall [e.g., Reed and Recker (1971) ; Lau and Lau (1990) ; and others] and facilitate our search for troughs.
With a typical westward propagation speed of about 5 m s Ϫ1 , it takes a tropical synoptic-scale wave about two days to travel a distance of 10 3 km. Some weak disturbances may be identified by steps 1 and 2, but may be filtered out by the constraint of step 3. The 2-7-day signal in the horizontal velocity field is statistically isolated by the second-order Butterworth bandpass filter (Murakami 1979) . The total number of tropical synoptic-scale disturbances identified within a box of 1982, 1983, 1987, 1991) , and (c) cold summer (averaged over summers of 1981, 1984, 1985, 1988, 1989, 1994) . The contour interval is 1 occurrence per 4Њ (lat) ϫ 5Њ (long). The occurrence frequencies larger than 4 per 4Њ (lat) ϫ 5Њ (long) [smaller than 4 and larger than 2 per 4Њ (lat) ϫ 5Њ (long)] are heavily (lightly) shaded. 4Њ (lat) ϫ 5Њ (long) over the entire summer (June-August) is regarded as the occurrence frequency of these disturbances. In order to generate a smooth occurrence frequency distribution obtained by the scheme outlined above, a 1-2-1 smoothing procedure is applied to our result. Although the manual identification procedure of synoptic wave disturbances is a painstaking task, its use can assure the identification of fewer possible false synoptic disturbances than can the objective approach.
b. Occurrence frequencies
Using the identification scheme outlined above, the summer occurrence frequency of tropical synoptic disturbances identified and averaged over 16 summers is shown in Fig. 1a . The major occurrence of these disturbances covers a longitudinally elongated region stretching eastward from the South China Sea to the area east of the date line with the maximum occurrence frequency located across Micronesia. Synopticscale disturbances do not seem to appear frequently in the region north of 15ЊN nor in the area adjacent to the Line Islands. Since no quantitative measurement of tropical synoptic disturbance occurrence frequency was made in the past, one may question whether the spatial distribution of occurrence frequency shown in Fig. 1a is realistic. Some sketchy evidence from previous studies may be employed to verify our result: 1) As will be shown in section 4, the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ inferred from OLR) in the western tropical Pacific lies along the monsoon trough (inferred from the 850-mb streamline) and trade easterlies. The contrast between these lowertropospheric tropical circulation elements and the occurrence frequencies of tropical disturbances indicates that these disturbances are generated and advected by trade easterlies. 2) Nitta (1970 Nitta ( , 1972 demonstrated from the energetics analysis that tropical synoptic-scale disturbances derive their kinetic energy from the latent heat released by cumulus convection through the generation of potential energy. As revealed from climatological OLR and SST distributions [e.g., Philander (1990) ], the warm SSTs in the western tropical Pacific maintain active cumulus convection and provide a necessary energy source for the genesis and evolution of tropical synoptic waves. 3) Using the longitude-time (x-t) strips of satellite cloud pictures, Chang (1970) found that tropical easterly waves reduce intensity to their minimums over the central Pacific during their westward propagation, and revive again in the western tropical Pacific. The maximum occurrence of these disturbances over Micronesia is consistent with Chang's observation. 4) Analyzing the power spectra of 850-mb meridional wind at the equator, Liebmann and Hendon (1990) showed that the westward propagating and equatorially trapped signals with periods less than six days exist largely in the western part of the central tropical Pacific. Over the same region, Lau and Lau (1990) reported the presence of tropical synoptic disturbances, most of which had a timescale of 4-5 days. The preferable occurrence regions of 4-5-day tropical synoptic disturbances revealed from the earlier findings are coincident with Fig. 1a . 5) The 2-10-day brightness temperature variance presented by Salby et al. (1991) exhibits its maximum value over the western tropical Pacific and coincides with the major occurrence frequency region of tropical synoptic waves shown in Fig. 1a . These comparisons lead us to believe that the spatial distribution of the synoptic disturbance occurrence frequency shown in Fig. 1a is not unrealistic.
Interannual variation of occurrence frequency a. Interannual variation indices
The main purpose of this study is to seek the interannual variation of summer atmospheric circulation in the Pacific basin (if any) and its effect on the occurrence frequency of tropical synoptic disturbances. The most pronounced interannual variation of atmospheric circulation is associated with the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO). It has been demonstrated by numerous studies [see reviews by Philander (1990) and Allan et al. (1996) ] that the ENSO is a response of atmospheric circulation to anomalous tropical Pacific SSTs. The Climate Prediction Center adopts the SSTs over the NINO3 region (5ЊS-5ЊN, 150ЊW-90ЊW) as one of several operational indices of the evolution of oceanic thermal condition. The duration of an ENSO event is about a year and half from the fall proceeding to the spring following its peak intensity in winter, but the oceanic thermal condition in winter of an ENSO event may not be preserved in the ensuing summer. Thus, we shall in this study use only summer SST (NINO3) Streamfunction is often used in the depiction of atmospheric circulation in both the Tropics and middle/ high latitudes. To explore the possible impact of interannual variation in summer atmospheric circulation on the tropical synoptic disturbance activity, we introduce a streamfunction index over the region of major disturbance activity to indicate this interannual variation. This index is the summer-mean 850-mb streamfunction's departure from its multiple-summer-mean value average over the region of (15Њ-30ЊN, 120Њ-160ЊE Time series of the ⌬SST(NINO3) and ⌬(850 mb) indices are shown in Fig. 2 . Both indices vary in a very coherent manner. According to the criteria set for both indices, we identify summers as warm (1982, 1983, 1987, 1991) and summers as cold (1981, 1984, 1985, 1988, 1989, 1994) . The composite atmospheric circulation departures of these two extreme climate conditions (from climatology) will be shown in section 4.
b. Occurrence frequency variation
The summer occurrence frequency of tropical synoptic-scale disturbances for the two extreme climate conditions are displayed in Figs. 1b and 1c . The contrast between them reveals the following interesting features of the interannual variation in the occurrence frequency.
1) The x-t diagrams of summer-mean OLR and SST anomalies (departure from their long-term summer mean not shown) at the equator show that anomalous warm seawater and cumulus convection move eastward (westward) during warm (cold) summers. It is expected that the major occurrence of tropical synoptic waves should be accordingly shifted eastward (westward) during warm (cold) summers. The contrast between Figs. 1b and 1c confirms our inference concerning the interannually longitudinal shift of the maximum occurrence frequency. 2) During warm summers, these tropical disturbances are trapped primarily south of 15ЊN. Despite the eastward shift of maximum occurrence frequency, the east-west extent of significant occurrence frequency covers a region between the South China Sea and the Line Islands.
N O T E S A N D C O R R E S P O N D E N C E FIG. 3. (a)
The x-t diagram of the meridional accumulation of all tropical synoptic-scale disturbances along longitudes of every 2.5Њ and (b) the eastward (westward) extension (retreat) of the monsoon trough across 150ЊE as marked by dark (double hatched) blocks. Labels ''WR'' and ''EX'' on the top of (b) represent westward retreat and eastward extension, respectively. The contour interval of (a) is 2 occurrences per 4Њ (lat) ϫ 5Њ (long).
FIG. 4. (a) The y-t diagram of the longitudinal accumulation of all tropical synoptic-scale disturbances between 100ЊE and 160ЊW along each latitude, and (b) latitudinal locations of the monsoon trough and the minimum OLR value averaged over 130Њ-140ЊE. The contour interval of (a) is 5 per 4Њ (lat) ϫ 5Њ (long).
3) The meridional extent of significant occurrence frequency is increased during cold summers: synoptic disturbances appear north of 15ЊN and even in the region around Midway Island (28ЊN, 177ЊW), but rarely exist east of the date line.
These salient features of the interannual variation in the occurrence frequency of tropical synoptic disturbances may be inferred from previous studies with the limited radiosonde soundings:
1) It was pointed out earlier that tropical synoptic waves derive their kinetic energy from diabetic heating generated from the latent heat released by cumulus convection (Nitta 1970 (Nitta , 1972 (Bjerknes 1969) . As shown in Fig. 1c , the activity of tropical synoptic disturbances during cold summers is significantly reduced east of the date line. This westward shift of maximum occurrence frequency explains the cause of the weak signal during the LIE of tropical synoptic waves over the Line Islands region (Zipser 1970) .
c. Temporal evaluation of occurrence frequency
The spatial distributions of tropical synoptic disturbance occurrence frequency during warm and cold summers (shown in Figs. 1b and 1c) are composite. Of course, one may wonder whether the east-west shift of maximum occurrence frequency and the north-south expansion of occurrence frequency revealed from the contrast between these two figures are true to every extreme climate condition. To clarify this ambiguity, the temporal evaluation of tropical synoptic disturbance occurrence frequency over the western tropical Pacific is illustrated with two approaches: 1) the x-t diagram of the meridionally accumulated occurrences and 2) the yt diagram of the longitudinally accumulated occurrences. These two diagrams are displayed in Figs. 3 and  4 , respectively.
The east-west shift of maximum occurrence frequency across the date line is true not only in composite (Figs. 1b and 1c) , but is also true to the contrast between all warm and cold summers over 16 summers (Fig. 4a) . The fact that the longitudinal extent of occurrence frequency is larger in warm summers is true in most of cases, excepting only the 1982 summer. The synoptic disturbance in this summer rarely appears in the South China Sea. As will be seen in the next section, this interannual variation of occurrence in the longitudinal direction may be attributed to the east-west interannual variation of the monsoon trough [that is, the eastward (westward) extension (retreat) of the monsoon trough] during warm (cold) summers as marked in Fig.  3b .
The maximum occurrence frequency does not exhibit a significant north-south migration, and the interannual variation in occurrence frequency south of 10ЊS is not noticeable. In contrast, the occurrence frequency is distinctly enhanced north of 15ЊN during cold summers. As shown in Fig. 4b , the latitudinal location of the monsoon trough [inferred from OLR and 850-mb streamline charts (not shown)] moves northward during cold summer. The northward enhancement of the significant occurrence frequencies of tropical synoptic disturbances may result from the northward shift of the monsoon trough.
Since the monsoon trough is sandwiched between the North Pacific anticyclone and the Borneo-New Guinea high, the longitudinal variation and north-south shift of the monsoon trough should result from the interannual variation of the large-scale summer atmospheric circulation over the Pacific basin. This interannual variation is presented in the next section.
Interannual variation of summer atmospheric circulation
Shown in Fig. 5a is the summer-mean 850-mb streamline chart superimposed by OLR and the locations (dots) of tropical synoptic disturbances; only OLR with the root-mean-square value of their departure from the summer mean larger than 2 W m Ϫ2 are plotted. The summer 850-mb circulation is characterized by the following three salient features: 1) A short-wave train emerges in the high latitudes along the North Pacific rim: two closed low centers over northeast Asia and the Bering Sea are juxtaposed with two open ridges, one over the Sea of Okhotsk and one over the west coast of North America.
2) The midlatitudes are dominated by the North Pacific anticyclone, with its ridge line extending westward to southern China and its orientation turning northwestward to northern China. As indicated by OLR, the mei yu-baiu front is sandwiched between the high-latitude short-wave train and the midlatitude anticyclone.
3) The monsoon trough is juxtaposed with the North Pacific anticyclone and the Borneo-New Guinea high. Tropical synoptic disturbances exist only in the region south of the midlatitude ridge line where trade easterlies are the prevailing flow.
The interannual variation of the summer 850-mb circulation may be illustrated through the comparison of composite streamline charts between warm (Fig. 5b) and cold (Fig. 5c) summers. For warm summers, the highlatitude short-wave train is amplified. The western part of the North Pacific anticyclone is noticeably reduced in its meridional extent and is extended southwestward into the northern South China Sea. As inferred from OLR, the cumulus convection along the mei yu-baiu front is intensified. In the Tropics, the monsoon trough stretches eastward and migrates somewhat southward. The tropical synoptic-scale disturbances rarely appear north of 15ЊN, but extend eastward to the region east of the date line. During cold summers, the intensity of the high-latitude short-wave train is weakened, but the meridional extent of the North Pacific anticyclone is enlarged. In these summers, the western end of this anticyclone's ridge line is pushed northward and the cumulus convection along the mei yu-baiu front is significantly suppressed. In the Tropics, the monsoon trough migrates somewhat northward and also retreats westward. Despite the major occurrence of tropical synoptic disturbances in the western tropical Pacific, disturbances also appear north of 15ЊN between Saipan and Johnston Island and south of the equator in the region around Canton Island.
The summer 850-mb circulation change during warm and cold summers may be depicted in a more illustrative way: the anomalous circulations constructed with the ⌬[V(850 mb), OLR] departures from their climatology (Fig. 5a ) are displayed in Figs. 5d and 5e. The most pronounced features of the anomalous circulations are the following. 1) An anomalous teleconnection wave train emanates from the western tropical Pacific as suggested by Nitta (1987) . 2) The Tropics and subtropics of the western North Pacific are dominated by two juxtaposed anomalous circulation cells of opposite polarity. The polarities of these two cells are reversed during the warm and cold climate conditions. 3) At the equator, trade easterlies are reduced (intensified) during warm (cold) summers by the appearance of westerly (easterly) anomalies. 4) As inferred from ⌬OLR, the interannual variation of cumulus convection in the western North Pacific is stratified in the following manner: cumulus convection during warm (cold) summers is intensified (suppressed) along the mei yu-baiu front and the equator between 150ЊE and 140ЊW, and is suppressed (intensified) along the equator west of 150ЊE and in the subtropics enclosed by the anomalous anticyclonic (cyclonic) cell centered over the Philippine Sea.
The 850-mb streamline chart superimposed by OLR (Յ235 W m Ϫ2 stippled) and daily locations of tropical synoptic-scale disturbances (dots) for (a) climatology [streamlines constructed with 16-summer (1979-94) mean winds]; (b) composite warm summer (averaged over 1982, 1983, 1987, 1991) ; (c) composite cold summer (averaged over 1981, 1984, 1985, 1988, 1989, 1994) The comparison of occurrence frequency of tropical synoptic disturbances and anomalous circulation indicates that the interannual variation of the former is caused by the latter. However, what may be the cause of the latter? Nitta (1987) suggested that the summer anomalous circulation results from the atmospheric response to the summer tropical Pacific SST anomalies. Lau and Peng (1992) performed numerical simulations of the summer anomalous circulation with a forced barotropical model and idealized tropical forcing. In view of the meridional stratification of ⌬OLR shown in Figs. 5d and 5e, the summer anomalous circulation may be forced not only by the tropical forcing, but likely also by some forcings in the subtropics and midlatitudes
which may also be crucial in shaping the summer anomalous circulation. Nevertheless, this argument needs to be substantiated by some numerical simulation.
Concluding remarks
Climatologically, the maximum occurrence frequency of tropical synoptic-scale disturbances exists along the ITCZ and the monsoon trough, which are located between the North Pacific anticyclone and the BorneoNew Guinea high. The occurrence frequency exhibits interannual variation following the interannual variation of summer large-scale circulation over the western North Pacific. Because of the emergence in warm summers of an anomalous anticyclonic cell north of 15ЊN and a minor cyclonic cell between 15ЊN and the equator, the occurrence of tropical synoptic waves is confined to the region south of 15ЊN, but stretched longitudinally eastward across the date line. In contrast, the polarity of the anomalous circulation cells between the equator and 30ЊN over the western North Pacific is reversed in cold summer. The occurrence of tropical synoptic disturbances is concentrated in the region west of 150ЊE; the north-south extent is enlarged, but the longitudinal spread is reduced. This is a pilot study exploring the possible effect of anomalous summer circulation on the occurrence frequency of tropical synoptic disturbances. However, the findings of this study as summarized above suggest further investigations on several aspects of these tropical disturbances: 1) Liebmann and Hendon (1990) found that the propagational property of, and the three-dimensional structure of, tropical synoptic-scale disturbances exhibit a spatial variation as these disturbances propagate westward. Based upon the interannual variation of the east-west Walker circulation, Chang and Miller (1977) illustrated the interannual variation in the vertical structure of tropical easterly waves over the western tropical Pacific between a cold and warm summer. Since the anomalous summer circulation has not been depicted previously, it may be of interest to examine changes in the structure and propagation properties of tropical synoptic waves within the context of the interannual variation of summer large-scale anomalous circulation presented in this study. 2) Nitta's (1970 Nitta's ( , 1972 energetics analysis indicates that the diabatic heating released by cumulus convection is the energy source for tropical synoptic waves. Nitta used only the station radiosonde soundings over the western tropical Pacific. The maximum occurrence frequency of tropical synoptic disturbances shifts westward (eastward) during cold (warm) summer. Can this east-west shift of maximum occurrence frequency result in changes in the energetics of tropical synoptic waves?
3) Saha et al. (1981) showed that residual lows of tropical disturbances from the South China Sea-western tropical Pacific region may propagate westward over northern Indochina to reach the Bay of Bengal. It is possible for these residual lows to revive over the Bay of Bengal and to form monsoon depressions. During cold summers, the maximum occurrence frequency of tropical synoptic disturbances shifts westward. Can this interannual westward shift of maximum occurrence frequency enhance the likelihood of the residual lows to propagate westward, and in turn increase the geneses of monsoon depressions? Three possible mechanisms have been proposed as causes of the interannual variation of the Indian summer monsoon: SST over the tropical Pacific (Chen and Yen 1994) , soil moisture on the Indian subcontinent (Meehl 1994) , and snow coverage over the central Eurasian continent (Shukla 1987) . The interannual variation in the westward propagation of residual lows from the western tropical Pacific may also be a contributing factor in the interannual variation of Indian monsoon rainfall. 4) The simulation of summer circulation is usually the difficult part of climate modeling. The interannual variation in the maximum occurrence frequency of tropical synoptic disturbances in the western tropical Pacific may constitute a new avenue of study to test the climate model simulation for the interannual variation of the Asian monsoon. The anomalous summer circulation shown in Fig. 5 and its possible link with various forcings may offer a new dimension in shortterm summer climate research.
